The case where
] by setting
Hence a family {<£>#: & = 1, 2, . . .} of functions is obtained satisfying and y = (^i(x), <p 2 (x), . . . , <p n (x), . • •) G /2 for all xÇl. We now define & by setting h(x) = y. It is a straightforward matter to verify that h is continuous and one-to-one, and hence by compactness of X, a homeomorphism
completing the proof of the theorem.
COROLLARY. Since
and ||P|| = 1, we have
we obtain a metric p on X satisfying the conclusion of the main theorem of [3] . Next, we define ^:
Thus, by (1) and (2),
To define h we set h{x)~ y x , 2 ,..., ^ , ...y. 
